The complex N,N'-bis(3-ethoxysalicylidene)-4,5-dimetyl-1,2-phenylenediamino cobalt (II) chloride (CoL) and 1-octanaminium,N,N,N-trioctyl bromide (as a cationic surfactant) are used for the preparation of the modified carbon paste electrode (CPE). By using the cyclic and differential pulse voltammetric methods (CV and DPV), the electrochemical behavior of dopamine (DA) and ascorbic acid (AA) is studied at the surface of the cobalt Schiff base complex-modified CPE containing different percents of cationic surfactant. The anodic peak potential of AA is decreased, by introducing the cobalt Schiff base complex in the matrix of the modified CPE. On the other hand, in pH 4.0 buffer solutions, in which all studies are carried out, DA exists as the positively charged species whereas AA is mainly as the neutral form. Therefore, there is low electrostatic attraction between the neutral form of AA and cationic surfactant. However by application of cobalt Schiff base complex-modified CPE containing cationic surfactant, the anodic overpotential for DA oxidation is increased. This effect is the result of the electrostatic repulsive interaction between the cationic form of DA and cationic surfactant at the surface of the modified electrode and results in very good resolution between the anodic peaks of DA and AA. The effects of the buffered solution pH and potential sweep rate on the response of the electrode, toward AA and DA, and the peak resolution is thoroughly studied by CV and DPV. Using the modified electrode, the best peak separation for these compounds is obtained in solutions with pH 4.0. These results reveal that the modified CPE has an effective electrocatalytic activity for the electrochemical oxidation of DA and AA and a peak resolution nearly 440 mV is obtained for two compounds. The very easy preparation and surface regeneration of the modified electrode together with the efficient electrocatalytic property and very good peak resolution and reproducibility of the voltammetric responses designate the modified CPE appropriate for simultaneous voltammetric determination of DA and AA.
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